The Undergraduate Learning Assistant Program

Why be a Learning Assistant (LA)?

• Help teams with in-class work
• Become a mentor for students
• Work closely with faculty
• Enhance interpersonal skills
• Build your résumé!

• Share your course experiences
• Gain insight about teaching and learning
• Grasp course material at a deeper level
• Stand out as a leader in the College of IST
• Put some money (or credit) in your pocket

Contact Keith Lunden: kkl5063@psu.edu if you have any questions and are interested!
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Qualifications

• A- or better in the course of interest

• Schedule must be open during class meeting time

Contact Keith Lunden: kkl5063@psu.edu if you have any questions and are interested!
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Two Options for Applying:

• Matched: Faculty member and student establish mutual verbal agreement that they would like to work together; student submits “matched” application

• General Pool: Student submits application without being matched; College places qualified student if additional LA’s are needed and if applicant’s schedule matches the course meeting time

Contact Keith Lunden: kkl5063@psu.edu if you have any questions and are interested!